
Silicone Edge 
Automated Stitching
*2018 SGIA Product of the Year

SEAS is a revolutionary system for SEG Keder 
sewing. Our sewing solutions, with three 
different levels of automation, were developed 
to increase the productivity of operation and 
meet clients’ different expectations.

Following the market closely and realizing 
the exponential growth of the use of Tension 
Fabrics with SEG Keder, we’ve developed three 

revolutionary solutions to increase productivity 
and quality in this area:

The SEAS system (Silicone Edge 
Automated Stitching). 

The SEAS solutions are the result 
of a strong investment in Research 
& Development, backed by real-world 
feedback from our customers.

AWARD 
WINNING 
SYSTEM*



Take the next step in the SEG finishing with our 
fully automatic sewing machine, the patented 
MX Event +SEAS. Developed for companies 
with high productions of flat keder sewing, this 
machine is a game-changer and will improve 
workflow and productivity.

With its user-friendly interface and automation, 
the MX Event +SEAS can be operated easily 
by your workforce, eliminating the need for a 
sewing expert.

Automatic SEG Keder Sewing 
Systems that doesn’t need  
a sewing specialist
Do more with the workforce you already have

MX Event +SEAS is Industry 4.0 ready, making 
it easier to track production and increase 
efficiency.

This advanced technological solution 
automatically joins large format panels with 
great quality and an incredibly accurate 
alignment to form extra-large panels.

MX Event 
+SEAS



To help handle and align heavy and oversized 
display textiles, we created the Extension 
Table. It is possible to incorporate one or two 
Extension Tables to the MX Event +SEAS, 
allowing users to have a length of 6 to 10 
meters.

This technological solution developed with 
levelling castor wheels can be easily and 
quickly moved around the factory floor.

The most powerful SEG sewing 
machine
Now even more powerful with Extension Tables

The MX Event +SEAS increases the productivity 
and efficiency of your finishing department, and 
when complemented with Extension Tables, it 
becomes an even more powerful machine.

Extension Tables available sizes: 
• Extension Table in 2 meters 
• Extension Table in 3 meters

Representative image of MX Event +SEAS, 
with an Extension Table.

MX Event 
+SEAS with 
Extension 
Tables



meevo.pt

Book your demo now!
Learn more about our machines in person or online.
Our team is at your disposal to show our SEG finishing 
tecnologies in real time.

Why book a demo?
· We can run the demo with the textiles you want.
· Schedule the demo when works best for you.
· There’s no commitment!

meevo@meevo.pt 
+351 229 400 050


